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Abstract

Large Language Models (LLMs) have significantly advanced natural language
processing tasks such as machine translation, text generation, and sentiment anal-
ysis. However, their large size, often consisting of billions of parameters, poses
challenges for storage, computation, and deployment, particularly in resource-
constrained environments like mobile devices and edge computing platforms.
Additionally, the key-value (k-v) cache used to speed up query processing requires
substantial memory and storage, exacerbating these challenges. Vector databases
have emerged as a crucial technology to efficiently manage and retrieve the high-
dimensional vectors produced by LLMs, facilitating faster data access and reducing
computational demands.
Effective compression and quantization techniques are essential to address these
challenges, as they reduce the memory footprint and computational requirements
without significantly compromising performance. Traditional methods that uni-
formly map parameters to compressed spaces often fail to account for the uneven
distribution of parameters, leading to considerable accuracy loss. Therefore, inno-
vative approaches are needed to achieve better compression ratios while preserving
model performance.
In this work, we propose HERA, a novel algorithm that employs heuristic Ele-
ment Replacement for compressing matrix. HERA systematically replaces ele-
ments within the model using heuristic methods, which simplifies the structure
of the model and makes subsequent compression more effective. By hierarchi-
cally segmenting, compressing, and reorganizing the matrix dataset, our method
can effectively reduce the quantization error to 12.3% of the original at the same
compression ratio.

1 Introduction

Large Language Models (LLMs) have revolutionized the field of natural language processing (NLP),
enabling significant advancements in tasks such as machine translation, text generation, and senti-
ment analysis. These models, characterized by their large-scale neural network architectures and
vast training datasets, have shown remarkable capabilities in understanding and generating human
language. The advent of LLMs, such as OpenAI’s GPT-3 and BERT by Google, has pushed the
boundaries of what machines can achieve in linguistic tasks, providing near-human performance in
various applications Brown et al. (2020); Devlin et al. (2018).

The development of LLMs is rooted in the transformer architecture, which employs self-attention
mechanisms to process and produce language with high contextual relevance. This architecture has
replaced previous recurrent neural network (RNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) models
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Figure 1: The distribution of LLM parameter.

due to its efficiency and ability to handle long-range dependencies in text Vaswani et al. (2017). As
a result, LLMs have become the cornerstone of modern NLP, driving innovations in areas such as
automated customer service, content creation, and real-time language translation.

Furthermore, the development and deployment of LLMs face significant challenges, particularly in
optimizing vector database efficiency, LLM weight quantization, and key-value (k-v) cache opti-
mization. First, as the size and complexity of LLMs increase, efficiently managing and retrieving
vectors in large databases becomes critical. Optimizing vector database efficiency involves improving
indexing and search algorithms to handle high-dimensional data, which is essential for tasks like
semantic search and recommendation systems Johnson et al. (2019). Second, LLM weight quantiza-
tion, which involves reducing the precision of model weights, is a crucial technique for making these
models more storage and computation efficient without significantly degrading their performance.
Quantization can drastically reduce the memory footprint and computational requirements, enabling
the deployment of LLMs on resource-constrained devices. However, achieving optimal quantization
while maintaining model accuracy remains a complex challenge that requires sophisticated algorithms
and techniques Dettmers et al. (2021). Lastly, optimizing k-v cache efficiency is vital for speeding
up inference times in LLMs. The k-v cache stores intermediate activations during the forward pass,
which can be reused to avoid redundant computations. Efficient management and compression of
these caches are essential to reduce latency and improve the throughput of LLMs, especially in
real-time applications like chatbots and virtual assistants.

To address the challenges of storage and computational efficiency in large language models (LLMs),
it is crucial to develop techniques that optimize vector database efficiency, weight quantization, and
key-value (k-v) cache optimization. Therefore, finding quantization algorithms that can efficiently
compress and quickly decompress matrix data is essential.

In practice, when compressing parameters, the distribution of parameters is often uneven. First, the
distribution is not uniform, and second, the magnitudes of different data points vary significantly. For
example, the distribution of Transformer neural network weights is shown in Figure 1. In Figure
1, different rows represent the 0th layer, 8th layer, 16th layer, and 24th layer. Different columns
represent the attention layer’s q, k, v, and o layers, as well as the fully connected layer’s gate, up, and
down layers. The distributions of different layers are not uniformly analyzed, and the distributions
vary across different layers. Previous algorithms uniformly and linearly map parameters to another
compressed space. Although this method is simple, it may not be effective and can result in significant
accuracy loss because it does not take into account the original data distribution. It maps both densely
populated and sparse regions to the quantized space in the same way. Besides, A lines of works have
been proposed to optimize vector database efficiency Ge et al. (2013); Jegou et al. (2010); Kalantidis,
Avrithis (2014), quantize the model weights Dettmers et al. (2022); Polino et al. (2018); Chmiel et al.
(2020); Fan et al. (2020); Zafrir et al. (2019); Wu et al. (2022); LeCun et al. (1989) and optimizate kv
cache Hooper et al. (2024); Cho et al. (2024). They also does not take into account the original data
distribution. Therefore, a more reasonable approach is to quantize the model based on the distribution
and magnitude of the parameters, stratifying and computing accordingly.
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In this work, we propose a novel algorithm named HERA to enhance the compression of large
language models. The core idea of HERA is to group the relevant matrices and compress each
group using clustering methods. Furthermore, HERA reorders the original dataset based on the
distribution and magnitude of the parameters. This reordering is performed in multiple layers, with
each layer featuring a new arrangement that optimizes the dataset’s distribution for compression. By
leveraging these techniques, HERA effectively reduces data error and minimizes the discrepancy
between estimated data and actual data.

We implemented a prototype system using Python. Experimental results show that, by hierarchically
segmenting, compressing, and reorganizing the matrix dataset, our method can effectively reduce the
quantization error to 12.3% of the original at the same compression ratio.

2 HERA

2.1 Basic algorithm

We borrow the idea from product quantization algorithm and k-means algorithm to compress the
model parameter. The algorithm is divided into four steps, the first three steps is quantization process
as shown in Figure 2, the last two steps is the dequantization process as show in Figure 3. The
detailed process is described below.

Algorithm 1 Product Quantization Algorithm
Require: X ∈ RN×D ▷ Input matrix

Quantization Process:
1: Step 1: Space Partitioning
2: for each vector xi in X do
3: Divide xi into M low-dimensional subspaces x1

i , x
2
i , . . . , x

M
i

4: end for
5: Step 2: Codebook Calculation
6: for each subspace j from 1 to M do
7: Apply k-means algorithm to subspace j to get k cluster centers
8: Create codebook Cj for subspace j with cluster centers
9: end for

10: Step 3: Quantization
11: for each vector xi in X do
12: for each subspace j from 1 to M do
13: Map xj

i to the nearest cluster center in Cj

14: end for
15: end for

Dequantization Process:
16: Step 4: Codebook Reconstruction
17: Construct a global codebook C that contains all possible combinations of cluster centers from

C1, C2, . . . , CM

18: Step 5: Dequantization
19: for each quantized vector qi in the quantized dataset do
20: Restore qi to its original high-dimensional space using the global codebook C
21: end for

1. Space Partitioning: Divide the high-dimensional space into a series of low-dimensional
subspaces.

2. Codebook calculation: Use k-means algorithm to calculate codebook of low-dimensional
subspaces.

3. Quantization: Perform independent quantization within each low-dimensional subspace,
mapping data points to the nearest cluster center.

4. Codebook Reconstruction: Reconstruct the data using a codebook that contains all possible
cluster centers.
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Figure 2: The Quantization Process of HERA.

Figure 3: The Dequantization Process of HERA.

5. Dequantization: Restore the vectors in the original high-dimensional space based on the
vectors in the quantized low-dimensional subspaces.

In data matrices where the distribution of data is uneven across different columns, directly applying
the k-means algorithm for clustering may yield suboptimal results. This unevenness can distort the
clustering process, as k-means assumes that all features contribute equally to the distance calculations.
The differing distributions across columns mean that some features may disproportionately influence
the clustering outcome, leading to biased clusters that do not accurately reflect the true structure of
the data.

To mitigate these effects, it is crucial to preprocess the data appropriately. One common approach
is to normalize the data so that each column contributes equally to the distance metric used by
k-means. Standard normalization techniques, such as z-score normalization or min-max scaling, can
be employed to transform the data into a more uniform distribution. By ensuring that all features are
on a comparable scale, the k-means algorithm can perform more effectively, producing clusters that
better represent the underlying patterns in the data.

However, these transformations require specific parameters for each column and involve complex
calculations, which can be computationally intensive and demand significant storage resources. To
address this, we employ a reordering method that permutations the elements of the matrix based on
their relative sizes. This approach achieves a more uniform distribution, enabling more effective
application of compression operations.

The purpose of permutation is to explore all possible reordering methods within the search space. For
an N ×D matrix, there are (N !)D possible permutations, creating a vast search space.
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Algorithm 2 Product Quantization with HERA heuristics
Require: Input matrix: X ∈ RN×D, number of iteration in HERA: iter.
Ensure: Quantized feature matrix and feature map

1: for each element xi ∈ X do
2: Rearrange X into pairs: Xpairs ∈ RN×D/2

3: for each dimension j do
4: xpairi,j = (x2i,j , x2i+1,j) ∈ Xpairs
5: end for
6: end for
7: for each pair xpairi,j in Xpairs do
8: if xpairi,j [1] < xpairi,j [2] then
9: X[iter]smalli,j ← xpairi,j [1]

10: X[iter]bigi,j ← xpairi,j [2]
11: fm[iter]i,j ← 1
12: else
13: X[iter]smalli,j ← xpairi,j [2]
14: X[iter]bigi,j ← xpairi,j [1]
15: fm[iter]i,j ← 0
16: end if
17: end for
18: for Xsmall and Xlarge do
19: code[iter], codebook [iter]← PQ(X[iter]small)
20: code[iter], codebook[iter]← PQ(X[iter]large)
21: end for
22: iter← iter - 1
23: if iter ̸= 0 then
24: Goto line 1
25: end if

Algorithm 3 Dequantization of Product Quantization with HERA heuristics
Require: Quantized feature matrices: codesmall, codebig , codebooks: codebooksmall, codebookbig ,

feature maps: fm, number of iterations in HERA: iter
Ensure: Reconstructed matrix: X̂ ∈ RN×D

1: Initialize X̂pairs ∈ RN×D/2

2: for each iteration from 1 to iter do
3: for each pair xpairi,j in X̂pairs do
4: X̂smalli,j ← decode(codesmall[iter], codebooksmall[iter])

5: X̂bigi,j ← decode(codebig[iter], codebookbig[iter])
6: end for
7: for each pair xpairi,j in X̂pairs do
8: if fm[iter]i,j = 1 then
9: xpairi,j [1]← X̂smalli,j

10: xpairi,j [2]← X̂bigi,j
11: else
12: xpairi,j [2]← X̂smalli,j

13: xpairi,j [1]← X̂bigi,j
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: for each dimension j do
18: for each element i in X̂pairs do
19: x̂2i,j ← xpairi,j [1]
20: x̂2i+1,j ← xpairi,j [2]
21: end for
22: end for
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Figure 4: HERA heuristics.

To manage this, we employ heuristic algorithms to reduce the search space and optimize the algo-
rithm’s complexity. Heuristic algorithms provide approximate solutions by focusing on the most
promising areas of the search space, rather than exhaustively evaluating all possible permutations.
These methods significantly decrease computational requirements while still delivering high-quality
solutions.

By adopting this heuristic reordering strategy, we aim to achieve a more balanced distribution of data
across the matrix. This not only simplifies the preprocessing steps but also enhances the efficiency
of subsequent clustering and compression processes. Ultimately, this method helps overcome the
challenges posed by uneven data distributions, leading to more accurate and resource-efficient
clustering outcomes.

2.2 HERA heuristics

To improve quantization and avoid uneven distribution, HERA first perceives the distribution of data
sizes, then rearranges the elements according to the distribution, and finally quantizes the rearranged
matrix.

2.2.1 HERA Design

We observe that compressing matrix elements of similar sizes as a single column (group) yields better
results.HERA uses a low-cost method to locally adjust element arrangement based on data sizes. We
first introude the HERA design. The design of HERA heuristics is shown in Figure 4.

HERA groups every two elements in the matrix together, rearranges the matrix elements based on the
size of adjacent elements, and then quantizes the rearranged results.

Quantization: The quantization process is illustrated in the algorithm 2, the quantization process
consists of multiple steps, which involve rearranging the input data, comparing elements, and
quantizing both smaller and larger value sets.

The algorithm begins by rearranging the input matrix X ∈ RN×D into pairs (lines 1 in Algorithm 2).
Each element xi ∈ X is grouped into Xpairs ∈ RN×D/2 by combining every two consecutive
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elements along each dimension. For each dimension j, the pairs are formed as (x2i,j , x2i+1,j) (lines
2–4 in Algorithm 2).

Next, each pair xpairi,j is compared to separate the smaller and larger values. If the first element of
the pair is smaller, it is assigned to Xsmall and the second to Xbig , with a feature map fm recording
the comparison result as 1 (lines 5–8 in Algorithm 2). Otherwise, the assignment is reversed, and the
feature map records a 0 (lines 9–12 in Algorithm 2).

The quantization process proceeds by applying the PQ algorithm to both Xsmall and Xbig. This
process is iteratively repeated for a predefined number of iterations (iter), refining the quantization
results with each iteration (lines 13–16 in Algorithm 2).

Dequantization:The Decompression process consists of multiple steps, namely decoding the quan-
tized values, reconstructing the pairs, and restoring the original matrix dimensions.

The algorithm begins by initializing the reconstructed matrix X̂pairs ∈ RN×D/2 (line 1 in Algo-
rithm 3). For each iteration, the algorithm decodes the quantized values from the codebooks for both
small and large pairs (lines 2–4 in Algorithm 3). The decoded values are stored in X̂small and X̂big

respectively.

Next, for each pair in X̂pairs, the algorithm reconstructs the pairs based on the feature map fm[iter].
If the feature map value is 1, the first element of the pair is assigned the decoded small value and the
second element the decoded big value (lines 5–8 in Algorithm 3). If the feature map value is 0, the
assignment is reversed (lines 9–12 in Algorithm 3).

Finally, the pairs are expanded back into the original dimensions to form the reconstructed matrix X̂
(lines 13–17 in Algorithm 3).

3 Experiments

3.1 Experiment setup

Dataset: The datasets used in our experiments were generated with matrices of size N ×D, where
N is the number of samples and D is the dimensionality of each sample. We employed one types of
normal distribution to create these datasets.

Normal Distribution Dataset: For the normal distribution dataset, each element of the matrix was
drawn from a truncated normal distribution with a mean of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 0.16. The
distribution was truncated to the open interval (0, 1) to ensure all values remain within this range.

Xij ∼ T N (0.5, 0.16, 0, 1), ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , D}

Here, T N (µ, σ, a, b) denotes the truncated normal distribution with mean µ, standard deviation σ,
truncated to the interval (a, b).

Platform and implementation: We conducted our algorithm evaluations on a high-performance
server equipped with an Intel Core i9-10980XE processor, featuring 18 cores and 36 threads, operating
at a base frequency of 3.00 GHz. The server also includes 128GB of 3200MHz DDR4 memory and a
24.8MB L3 cache, providing robust computational capabilities. All algorithms were implemented
in Python, using version 3.8.10. For each case, the experiment was repeated 100 times. In each
repetition, matrices of the same size and from the same distribution were generated using different
seeds.

Comparison of Algorithms and Parameter Selection

In this section, we describe the parameter selection process for our HERA algorithm and compare its
performance with the Optimized Product Quantization (OPQ) algorithm.

Our HERA algorithm involves a critical parameter, the number of centroids Ks. The selection of Ks

is governed by the following memory constraint:

Ks ×D × 32 +N ×M × [(Ks − 1) · bitlength] ≤ memory in bits
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where:

• Ks is the number of centroids,
• D is the dimensionality of each sample,
• N is the number of samples,
• M is the number of subspaces,
• bitlength is the bit length used for encoding.

This constraint ensures that the total memory usage remains within the available memory limits. By
carefully selecting Ks, we aim to optimize the performance of the HERA algorithm while adhering
to memory constraints.

The Optimized Product Quantization (OPQ) algorithm was used as a benchmark for comparison.
The OPQ algorithm was implemented with default parameters, providing a consistent basis for
performance evaluation. The OPQ algorithm optimizes product quantization by adjusting the space
partitioning and centroid assignments to minimize quantization error.

Comparison Metrics

We use MAE (Mean Absolute Error), MRE (Mean Relative Error), and MSE (Mean Squared Error)
for experimental evaluation. Let X(i,j) and X ′

(i,j) denote the values before and after dequantization,
respectively. The following metrics are used for comparison:

MAE =
1

N ·D
∑
i,j

∣∣∣X(i,j) −X ′
(i,j)

∣∣∣

MRE =
1

N ·D
∑
i,j

∣∣∣X(i,j) −X ′
(i,j)

∣∣∣
X(i,j)

MSE =
1

N ·D
∑
i,j

(
X(i,j) −X ′

(i,j)

)2

We performed an optimization using 1-4 iterations, corresponding to our algorithms labeled as our1
through our4. In the quantification accuracy experiment, we tested the accuracy with different
numbers of groups m and various sizes of data matrices. In the sensitivity experiment, we evaluated
the impact of different numbers of groups m on the results while maintaining the same compression
ratio.

3.2 Experiment result

Accuracy Measurement
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Figure 5: MAE on 8 subspaces.
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Figure 6: MRE on 8 subspaces.
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Figure 7: MSE on 8 subspaces.

We measure MAE, MRE and MSE on different numbers of subspaces to show the accuracy of
HERA.The results for MAE, MRE and MSE for different number of subspaces are shown in Figures
5- 7, Figures 8- 10, Figures 11- 13, Figures 14- 16 respectively. For 8-subspace setting, HERA
can reduce the MSE to 70.4%, 49.7%, 35.1% and 12.3% in 1-4 iterations, respectively.
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Figure 8: MAE on 16 subspaces.
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Figure 9: MRE on 16 subspaces.
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spaces.
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Figure 11: MAE on 32 sub-
spaces.
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Figure 12: MRE on 32 sub-
spaces.
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Figure 13: MSE on 32 sub-
spaces.
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Figure 14: MAE on 128 sub-
spaces.
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Figure 15: MRE on 128 sub-
spaces.
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Figure 16: MSE on 128 sub-
spaces.
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Figure 17: MAE on 1 iterations.
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Figure 18: MRE on 1 iterations.
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Figure 19: MSE on 1 iterations.
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Figure 20: MAE on 2 iterations.
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Figure 21: MRE on 2 iterations.
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Figure 22: MSE on 2 iterations.
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Figure 23: MAE on 3 iterations.
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Figure 24: MRE on 3 iterations.
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Figure 25: MSE on 3 iterations.
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Figure 26: MAE on 4 iterations.
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Figure 27: MRE on 4 iterations.
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Figure 28: MSE on 4 iterations.

From the experimental results, we can derive four conclusions. Firstly, the higher the compression
ratio, the less space is consumed, but the accuracy decreases. Secondly, the OPQ algorithm performs
worse than others with the same compression rate because it needs to store the transformation matrix.
Additionally, the PQ algorithm does not perform as well as our improved algorithm. Finally, the more
iterations, the better the performance of our algorithm.

Parameter sensitivity analysis: We also conducted a parameter sensitivity test under different
iterations, evaluating how the number of subspaces affects the algorithm’s performance. The results
for 1 to 4 iterations are shown in Figures 17- 19, Figures 20- 22, and Figures 23- 25, respectively.
Extensive experiments demonstrate that our algorithm reduces parameter sensitivity, making parame-
ter selection more user-friendly (as indicated by the closer proximity of parameters in our algorithm’s
curves).

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, our research addresses critical challenges in the optimization of large language models
(LLMs) through the development of a novel algorithm, HERA. The growing complexity and scale of
LLMs necessitate innovative approaches to enhance storage and computational efficiency, particularly
in vector database management, weight quantization, and key-value (k-v) cache optimization.

HERA’s hierarchical approach to segmenting, compressing, and reorganizing the matrix dataset has
proven to be effective in significantly reducing quantization error. By considering the distribution and
magnitude of parameters, our method achieves superior performance compared to traditional uniform
quantization techniques. The experimental results from our prototype system, implemented in Python,
demonstrate that HERA can reduce the quantization error to 12.3% of the original, maintaining the
same compression ratio.

Future work will explore further refinements to HERA, including its application to other types of
application and broader datasets. Additionally, investigating the integration of HERA with other
optimization techniques may yield even greater enhancements in model performance and efficiency.
The promising results of this study encourage continued research and development in the quest for
more effective and scalable solutions for LLM compression and optimization.
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